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Optical induction and photon echo effects in nonlinear processes are shown to exist. They consist in 
instantaneous synchronization of the nonlinear polarization of the medium after two consecutive excitations 
of the medium by coherent fields. The echo phenomenon in combination (Raman) scattering is considered 
as an example. For the ordinary echo effect (resonant absorption processes), which is a particular case of 
the analysis performed here, the spatial distribution of the echo-signal intensity is determined by taking 
into account the real geometry of the active volume. 

PACS numbers: 42.65.Dr 

High-power laser pulses of duration 7p ~ 10-12_10- 13 

sec have by now been produced with the aid of lasers. 
These pulses allow us to observe, in all media, effects 
due to coherent interaction of light with matter (the con
dition for the coherence of the interaction is smallness 
of 7 in comparison with the characteristic time T2 of p 
damping of the field-induced polarization of the medium). 
A central position among these effects is occupied by the 
photon echo (PE) effect,T),2J which has been under inten
sive study recent years. [3J In the usual formulation of 
the experiment, the photon echo is produced spontane
ously in the medium after it is excited by two successive 
coherent resonant pulses separated by a time interval 
7 « T2, T1 (T1 is the longitudinal-relaxation time). 
During the interval 7, the "phase memory" of the first 
pulse is erased by the reversible relaxation with charac
teristic time T: « Th T2 (T:-1 is the inhomogeneous 
broadening of the spectrum). The second pulse recon
structs the coherence of the radiators, and this leads to 
generation of a coherent echo signal at the instant 27. 
Interest in this phenomenon is due primarily to the fact 
that it serves as a convenient means of determining many 
important characteristics of resonant media (transition 
probabilities relaxation times, etc). 

The present paper is devoted to establishment of the 
echo effect in nonlinear processes, and this should 
greatly extend the capabilities of the PE method. This 
effect arises when a medium interacts with nonresonant 
coherent fields.1) It will be shown below that the polar
ization of the medium, after two successive nonlinear 
excitation processes of rather general form at the 
instants 0 and 7 (r« T2), has the property of instantane
ous synchronization ('collapse") at the instant 27 and 
can be observed with the aid of a probing pulse that 
initiates a new nonlinear process that proceeds with 
high efficiency. 

Assume that at the instants of time 0 and 7 the sys
tem of molecules is acted upon by two successive excita
tions of duration 71 and 72, each consisting of a certain 
aggregate of coherent fields. The dynamic behavior of 
the system in various time intervals is clear from the 
following inequalities: 

(1) 

The interaction of the excitation pulses with the mole
cules is described by the Hamiltonian (i = 1 or 2 is the 
number of the excitation) 

H,=liwoo,-I.,(a+Q,-+a-Q,+) , 

where Wo is the frequency of the working transition, while 
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a. and a3 are Pauli matrices (tWO-level description). The 
quantity Ai is the matrix element of some nonlinear 
interaction leading to a transition between levels. The 
functions 

n 

fr Qi"=E, exp[ ±i{wt-k,r-<p,) ], E,= II E,u' 
i=1 

describe the aggregate of the excitation fields with the 
high-frequency factor separated; Ei is the product of the 
amplitudes of the fields making up the i -th excitation 
(n-th order process); w = Wo - bow, where bow is the in
homogeneous broadening; ki and CPi are the resultant 
wave vector and phase of the exciting field. For exam
pIe, if the first excitation is realized by biharmonic 
pumping, [4J then 

E t =E/1 )E t('J.\ m=ro/ I )-(01(2), k j =k t (t)_k/ 2), CPl=CP/t)-<ptl ), (2) 

h E (1) E(2), k(1) k(2). W(1) W(2) and rn(1) rn(2) are were 1, l' 1 , 1 , l' 1 't'1 ''t' 1 
the amplitudes, wave vectors, frequencies, and phases 
of the fields making up the biharmoniC excitation pulse. 
For two-photon absorption of pulses with unequal fre-

• (1) (2) (1) (2) k -k(1) k(2) quencles E1 = E1 E1 , W = W1 + W1 , 1 - 1 + 1 , 
CP1 = cp:ll + cpi 2 ) (the meaning of the notation is the same). 
For stimulated Raman scattering, relations (2) are satis
fied, where the quantities with the superscript 1 pertain 
to the pump field and those with 2 to the Stokes wave. 

We shall disregard the phase modulation of the exci
tation fields (oCPi (I', t)/ot = 0), assuming that. the .cente~ 
of the symmetrical inhomogeneous-broademng hne COln
cides with the carrier frequency W of the exciting pulse, 
and that there is no phase modulation at the entrance 
into the medium (oCPi (0, t)/ot = 0). 

The equations of motion for the polarization of the 
medium with phenomenologically introduced relaxation 
terms take the following form (we omit here the index i, 
since the system of the obtained equations "works" in 
the entire time interval) 

du u 
-.= -- - vL\ro, 
dt T, 

dv v 21. 
-=--+ullw+-WE, 
dt T, Ii 

(3) 
dW W-W·q 21. --= ------vE, 
dt T. Ii 

where Weq is the equilibrium value of (a3) (we assume 
that at the instant t = 0 all the molecules are at the lower 
level, i.e., Weq = -1/2), 

u±iv=(a±> exp [+i(wt-kr-<p) J. (3') 

The polarization of the medium at the frequency W (j) is 
given by 

fJQ(+l 
P+=P --exp[-i(w(jlt-kUlr-m(j') J 

J t DEW ..... , (4) 
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where 
+-

P+='ANv S (o+>!(l1ro)d(l1ro) (5) 

is the polarization at the frequency of the working tran
sition; NV is the molecule density; we average in (4) 
over the inhomogeneous-broadening spectrum, 

+-

S f(l1ro)d(l1ro)=1. 

We present the solutions of the system (3), (3') for 
different time intervals. By virtue of condition (1), we 
put T1 = T2 = 00. 

After the passage of the first excitation pulse we have 

where 

2'A'S'l't " 
8.=8.(r) =T E.(r,t )dt 

is the angle of rotation of the polarization vector under 
the influence of the exciting fields. Prior to the start of 
the action of the second excitation pulse, the inhomo
geneous broadening leads to a dephasing of the polariza
bilities: 

u(i)='/,sin 8, sin (I1ro· -r), 

v(l)=-'/,sin8,cos (I1ro·-r), W=_!/,cos8,. 
(6) 

After the passage of the second excitation pulse we have 
u(')='/,sinO,sin [l1ro·-r-x], 

v(2)=-'/,cos 82 sin 8, cos [l1ro· -r-X]-'/2COS 8, sin 8" (7) 
W(2)=-'/2COS 8, cos 82+'/,sin 8, sin 8, cos [11",· ,-X]' 

where 

2A. 't"+'t"1 

x=(k2-k,)r+(<p2-<p,), 8,=8,(r)=-i- f E 2(r,t')dt' 

is the integral characteristic of the second exciting 
pulse. The condition T. « T was used in (6) and (7). 
Finally, at an arbitrar~ instant t > T we have 

U(2) (t) ='/, sin 8, (1 +cos 82) sin (x+I1",· t) +'/2 cos 0, 
Xsin 82 sin [11", (t--r) ]+'/.,sin 8, (1-cos 82) sin [X+l1ro (2-r-t) ], 

v(') (t) =-'/.,sin 8.( 1 +cos 8,) cos (X+I1",· t) -'/2COS 8, 
xsin 8, cos [11", (t--r) ]+'f"sin8.(1-cos 8,) 

xeos [X+l1ro (2,-t)], 
WIt) =-'/,cos 8, cos 8,+'/,sin 8, sin 8, cos [11",· ,-X], 

(8) 

Substitution of formulas (6)-(8) in (4) and (5) shows 
that for an arbitrary distribution f(~w) the polarization 
of the medium P: differs from zero (more accurately, 

] 
from the noise component) only in narrow time intervals 
at the instants 0, T, and 2T. We present the results for a 
Gaussian line f(~w). The nonlinear polarization p; is 
defined in accord with (4), where p+ takes near t J 0 the 
value 

P+=-'/,if.,Nv sin 8, exp (_t'IT;2) exp [i(",t-k,r-<p.)], 

near t = T 

P+=-'/2i}.Nv cos 8, sin 82 exp [- (t--r)'IT2"]
Xexp [i(rot-k,r-<p,)l, 

and near t = 2T 

813 

P+='I,i}.Nv sin8,(1-eos 8,) exp [-(t-2-r)'IT;'] 
xexp [I(",t- (2k,-k.) r- (2<p2-<P,))]. 
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(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

Expressions (9), (10), and (11) show that the polarization 
"collapses" at the instants 0, T, and 2T. This proves 
indeed the existence of a nonlinear PE. In analogy with 
the case of ordinary photon echo (linear PE), we can say 
that this behavior of the polarization during the course 
of its probing will initiate coherent induction signals at 
the instants 0 and T, and echo Signals at the instane) 2T. 

To find the intensities of the induction and PE Signals 
it is necessary to solve simultaneously Maxwell's equa
tions and the equations for the polarization with the ini
tial value of the latter as given by (4) and (11) at t = 2T. 

Before we proceed to a concrete example of nonlinear 
PE, let us dwell the case of ordinary PE, which is a par
ticular case of our analysis. The approach used here and 
based on the solution of three-dimsnsional Maxwell's 
equations makes it possible to obtain exact expressions 
for the intensity of the linear PE; these expressions con
tain a number of important Singularities of which no 
notice has been taken in the literature so far. In this 
case Elo E2; k1' k2 and CPlo CP2 are the amplitudes, wave 
vectors, and phases of the resonant excitation fields. 
The spontaneous echO-Signal amplitude Ae = Ee exp(iwt) 
satisfies the equation 

where 1) is the refractive index, 110 = 47T/C 2, and Pe is 
calculated from Eqs. (3), (3'), and (5) with an initial 
condition determined from (11) at t = 2. When solving 
(3) we can neglect the reaction of the echo on the med
ium, a procedure valid in a wide range of variation of 
the molecule density [10J and expressed by the condition 

"Z«:1, (13) 

where a = 47T A 2W 2 (fic 1)T~r1 is the absorption coefficient. 
Recognizing that the active volume V subtended in the 
medium by the excitation pulses is in fact an elongated 
cylinder (a is the radius and l the length, all « 1), we 
shall use in (12) a scalar approximation, and consider 
the radiation near the cylinder axis (the cylinder axis z 
coincides with the direction of k1). Using also the in
equalities w » la/atl and wT: »1, we obtain 

-I1E,-k2E,='I.i/lo",''ANv sin8, (1-cos 82 ) • cxp [- (t-2-r)2IT,"] 
xexp {-if (2k2 -k,)r+2<p,-<p,]), 

where k2 = W 21)2/C 2• Hence 

E ,/lo",''ANv { (t-2-r)'} S . exp{-iklr-r'l} 
e=,~exp -~ dr Ir-r'l 

(V, 

x sin 8, (1--eos 8,) exp {-i[ (21,,-k,) r' +2<p,-<p,j}. 

USing the condition (13) and neglecting the contribution 
of CP1 to the dispersion we find that in the observation 
zone (Ir I » Ir' I) the echo signal constitutes a spherical 
wave with unevenly distributed intensity 

where 

E A exp{-i(klrl+2<p,-<p,)} , - ( -) 
e= Irl sm 8, 1-cos 82 

xexp{-(t-2-r)'IT;'} S exp{-i(2k2-k,-kn)r'} dr', 

I" 

A=i/loro''ANv/16rc, n=r/lrl, 

(14) 

and 111 and 112 are the areas of the exciting pulses at the 
entry into the medium. Integrating in (14), we have 

Ie=IEel'=16rc2a2A'~sin' 8,(1-cos ti2)'- (15) 
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where 

ak ll=I 2k,-ktl cos ",,-k cos 1jJ" ak.L ~ I (2k,-k,).L -kn.Ll; (16) 

1/11 is the angle between the z axis and the vector 2k2 - k1; 
1/1 2 is the angle between the z axis and the vector n: J1(x) 
is a Bessel function of first order. 

In contrast to the customarily employed expressions 
derived with the aid of the plane-wave method, [2J form
ula (15) provides a complete picture of the spatial and 
temporal distribution of the PE signal intensity. We note 
in particular, the following important circumstance. The 
sharp maximum of the PE intensity at k1 II k2 is realized 
in the direction of the z axis, which in this case coincides 
with the direction of 2k2 - k1. At the same time, if the 
exciting pulses are not parallel (it is customary to use, 
for the observation of the PE in condensed media, an 
experimental setup in which the excitation pulses can be 
spatially separated from the PE), the condition kn '" 2k2 
- k1 cannot be satisfied, since the vectors contained in 
this condition are of equal length. However, even in this 
case it is concluded on the basis of the plane-wave me
thod (see [2J and all the subsequent papers) that the 
maximum of the intensity coincides with the direction of 
2k2 - k1. An investigation of (15) with t.k ll and t.k 1 rela
ted by formulas (16) shows that this is not so. The in
tensity Ie can have two maxima. One is always directed 
along the z axis, i.e., along k1. The second maximum 
likewise does not coincide with the direction of 2k2 - k1' 
and its value depends very strongly on the real geometry 
of the volume V (on the parameters a and 1). Moreover, 
as shown by a numerical analYSiS, this maximum ap
pears far from always. Thus, the strong sensitivity of Ie 
to changes in the geometry of the volume is indeed the 
cause of the difficulty of observing the PE. 

An analogous procedure is used to calculate the in
tensity of the induction signals observed at the instants 
o and T and having sharp maxima in the directions k1 
and k2' respectively. 

As a second example we consider the case when the 
polarization is probed by a scattering pulse of amplitude 
Ep' frequency wP' and wave vector~. According to (3), 

(5), and (11), the polarization at the Stokes frequency 
Ws '" wp - Wo is equal to 

P,+~'/,i'AcrNv sin 8,(i-cos 8,)Epexp (- (t-2r)'/Tz"] 
xexp [i(w.t-(k p-2k,+k.)r)], 

where Acr is the scattering matrix element, and 81 and 
82 are the characteristics of the exciting pulses (the ex
citation method is not spelled out here concretely). 
Under the same assumptions as before, in the given
pump-field (Ep) approximation we have for the intensity 
of the Stokes wave 

I. ~ ~sin' 9, (i-cos 9,)' exp [-2 (t-:1: )'] 
1 .. 1- T, 

sin' (t.k ll l/2) J,'(at.k.L) 
x (t.kll )' (t.k.L) , 

where 

t.k II and t.k ~are the lengths of the project~ons of the . 
vector t.k '" ~ - 2k2 + k1 - nks on the z ax1S (n '" r/lr 11s 
the observation direction) and on the plane perpendicular 
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to it. In this case the vectors 2k2 - klJ ~, and ksn have 
different lengths. Therefore the coherent Stokes-scat
tering echo signal will have one sharp maximum in the 
direction defined by the relation ksllm '" ~ - (2k2 - k1). 
The intensity of this signal 

I ~~ 'I" ," (i ")' [ (t-21:)'] • 161rl' a sm '" -cos '" exp -2 ~ 

greatly exceeds the level of the spontaneous Raman 
noise scattering (comparative numerical data can be ob
tained by using the results of[l1J). It is also easy to 
establish that an intense anti -Stokes scattering echo sig
nal will be observed in the direction kasnm '" kp 
+ (2k2 - k1), where k~s '" 1)~s(wo + Wp)2/C 2. We note also 
that the induction signals at the instants 0 and T will be 
directed at angles satisfying the conditions ksnm '" kp 
- k1 and ksnm '" kp - k2 for the Stokes scattering and the 

conditions kasllm '" ~ + k1 and kasDm '" kp + k2 for the 
anti-Stokes scattering. Thus, in contrast to the linear 
echo, a spatial separation of the induction signals from 
the excitation signals is possible here. The method of 
photon inductions and photon echo in Raman scattering 
can serve by the same token as a supplement to the me
thod of active Raman scattering spectroscopy, which has 
been developed recently. [11, 12J 

It is easy to continue the list of examples of echoes 
in nonlinear processes. We shall indicate the main re
quirements that must be satisfied in the experiment. It 
follows from the inequalities (1) that the active medium 
must be chosen such that the homogeneous broadening 
be much smaller than the inhomogeneous broadening. At 
the present time there are no sufficiently well systema
tized data on the nature of the line broadening, particu
larly in condensed media. We can pOint out as examples, 
however, the media already used to obtain the ordinary 
echo effect, namely Cr3, impurities in ruby and in AI~3' 
Nd3+ impurities in CaW04 , the gases SFa, BCI3, and C02, 
and Cs vapor. It is also possible to use media activated 
in Raman scattering and satisfying the condition T: « T2, 
i.e., fused quarts, Shpol'skit systems, rare -earth im
purities in glasses, gases of simple molecules (H2' 02, 
N2, h) at sufficiently low pressures, etc. (see [13J and 
the literature cited there). We note that from the point 
of view of the experiment, the most convenient scheme 
seems to be one in which two short powerful excitation 
pulses are applied against the background of a stationary 
"pilot" probing pulse. In contrast to the linear induction 
and echo effects, it is possible to have here frequency 
and spatial separation of the induction and echo signals 
from the excitation pulses, the spatial separation being 
weakly dependent on the geometry of the active volume. 
We note in concluding that the use of echo phenomena in 
nonlinear processes makes it possible not only to meas
ure the nonlinear polarizabilities of the medium and its 
relaxation characteristics, but also to extend greatl1' the 
possibilities of other applications of phonon echo, [2 
which have been restricted so far only to resonant ab
sorption processes. 

1) In this sense, the usual PE effect, which corresponds to processes of 
resonant absorption and is described by perturbation theory of first 
order in the field, will be called by us the linear PE although this 
phenomenon itself is, of course, described by nonlinear electrodynam
ic equations. 

2)It is appropriate to note that among echo phenomena that are apparent
ly not connected with definite resonant transitions are the effects of 
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radio-frequency spontaneous echo in ferroelectrics, [5] in type-II 
superconductors, [6] and in ferromagnets. [7] In contrast to the non
linear-optical processes considered by us, the nature of these effects 
is connected with the phasing of the electric or magnetic dipoles of 
the medium, and can be described within the framework of the theory 
of cyclotron echo. [8, 9] 
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